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New Era College was proud to be amongst the participants at the
Woman to Woman Power Breakfast held at Cresta Lodge last week under
the theme: Generation Equality: Realizing Women’s rights for an Equal
Future.
The glamorous event saw a star ensemble of leading Women coming
together to share their experiences and challenges they have faced as
Women in their respective fields so the next generation of working
women don’t have to go through the same hurdles. The Guest of Honor for
the day was the ever pleasant Honorable Minister of Finance Miss Peggy
Serame who shared her sentiments of Government gains made towards
gender equality. “Through the signing of international agreements such as
the 2017 SADC gender protocol clearly demonstrates the Government’s
commitment towards empowering women.”

New Era College would like to congratulate Mrs Glory Ifiegbu on her recent appointment as the Acting Dean for the Faculty of
Engineering. Mrs Igiegbu makes history at New Era College in being the first woman to hold the position of Dean. She joined the
College in 2014 and took on several academic roles until she became one of the first women to take on the role of Head of
Department. Mrs Ifiegbu’s previous role as Head of Department in the Telecommunications Department at New Era College brings
a breath of experience as Acting Dean for the Faculty of Engineering. She believes having women in the leadership positions at New
Era College has provided diversity and inclusion in the vision and culture of the institution where female students and staff members
feel accepted and motivated inthe system looking up to the leadership gender inclusion at New Era College. Mrs Ifiegbu holds a
BSc in Computer Systems Engineering and an MSc in Information Technology Management.
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The College was brilliantly represented by the Acting Dean in the Faculty
of Engineering Ms Glory Ifiegbu. The Acting Dean shared her insights
on Women in Engineering and highlighted the importance of having the
female voice at the decision making table. “We need more Women to
participate in this traditionally male driven environment so that they can
bring new ideas to the table that affect women such as making working
conditions friendlier towards Women in Engineering.”
The Power breakfast extended a special invitation to two young ladies from
Ledumang Senior Secondary School STEM club to be a part of the amazing
day. The College pledged to offer the young girls free attendance to their
weekly STEM tinkering sessions that aim to equip learners with STEM skills
for the fourth industrial revolution workforce such as programming, robotics and electronics. We look forward to welcoming these future engineers
at the home of engineering.
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We will always remember Covid-19 as an era filled
with challenges, pain, new possibilities and loss.
These times have surely left us uncertain and perhaps
even astounded. For students, it has certainly been
a rollercoaster of emotions. Onkarabile Sonny
Motlogelwa shared his memorable journey at New
Era College. He was one of the student associates in
the STEM department program. Here is what he had
to share;
1. Tell us about your journey in New Era College?
“It has been hectic but I am proud to say I am not
far from the finish line. Looking back, if it wasn’t for
my burning desire to succeed I wouldn’t be this far.
I have changed from a young ignorant boy to a focused
young man. In these past 4 years I have seen people
get into an examination with low CAs and still make
it to the next semester, I have seen students with low
GPAs turn into best performing students. Anyone and
everyone has the ability to pass.”
2. What challenges did you face?
“My course has brought me sleepless nights, it
demands time more than anything. My determination
to succeed forced me to sleep on campus every exam
time.”

BOPHELO POROTO

3. What inspired you to work hard and come to
school for the last 4 years?

1st Year Bachelor of Engineering
in Electrical & Electronics

The freshman year at most colleges and universities is a time for students
to gain new experiences, new knowledge and a better understanding of
themselves. These experiences are often accompanied with challenges
that include financial instability, homesickness, depression and the
inability to fit it. It also brings opportunities of growth, networking and
personal responsibility. A first year student shared his experiences.

ONKARABILE SONNY
MOTLOGELWA

2. What is it like being a first year student at New Era College?
“So far so good. I mean all of my lectures are super good and the learning
environment in general is good. I feel like I am at home, everyone around
me is friendly and I learn something new every day.”

4th Year Bachelor of Engineering
in Electrical & Electronics

3. What do you like about New Era College?
1. What is your name and program of study?
“My name is Bophelo Poroto and I am studying for a Bachelor of
Engineering in Electrical & Electronics.”
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“What I like about the college is that everyone knows what is expected
of them. There are some interesting clubs like programming and STEM
which are very useful to us as students.”
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“I come from a family which pursued different fields
and engineering is not one of them. So I would say I had
to inspire myself. Being the first to pursue engineering
I had no one to get advice from. But here I am, doing
well academically and still holding on to my dream.”
4. What advice would you give to a first year
student?
“When going through challenges in school, change
the way you look at your situation and remember why
you started. I started because I wanted to succeed in
life and engineering is my passport to it. So if you feel
like giving up, remember you have to prove yourself
right. Don’t let a bad semester or a tough module make
you feel like the world is crumbling down on your feet.”
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Photonics is the physical science of light waves. It deals with the science
behind the generation, detection and manipulation of light. That is to
say that light has characteristics of both a continuous electromagnetic
wave and a particle (photon).
Albert Einstein’s special theory of relativity famously dictates that no
known object can travel faster than the speed of light in vacuum, which
is 299,792 km/s or 3x108m/s. Unlike objects within space–time,
space–time itself can bend, expand or warp at any speed. In my
perception how little credit or attention we give to modern photonics
and its applications.
A potential use of photonics that is currently being studied is using
photonics instead of electronics. The main advantage of switching
from electrons to photons is speed. Next to improving the speed of
technology, the use of photonics is proven to be more energy-efficient
than existing technologies. Photonic chips use less energy than electronic
chips. Commonly known electronic technologies, such as traditional
Wi-Fi, can be replaced by advanced photonic technologies, in this
example optical fiber. The colorful technology using visible light
communication (LiFi) will make us joy during night times.
The scope and influence of photonics is staggering. Much of life today
depends on semiconductor chips and memory. Who knows of and
marvels at the 20-billion-transistor silicon processor at the heart of the
smart phone and many digital systems.
I have to articulate the usages of photonics in the field of fiber optic
communication, a tremendous communication technology. A Research
and Markets study determined that the compound annual growth rate for
the fiber optic market could reach 12 percent by 2025, meaning more
industries will be looking to the solutions presented by this technology.
Then there’s OAM, or orbital angular momentum. This new technology
forces light waves to twist in a spiral, increasing their ability to transmit
information in a highly scalable manner. Experts at Technology Networks
have even speculated that this method of transmission could increase
transmission speeds by 100 times over the next few years (In 5th
Generation Data speed 40-160 Tbps and coverage range of 35,000km).

Figure 1

Figure 1: 99% of the world connected with photonics.
As one looks across science, one sees photonics emerging progress
everywhere. Optical techniques pervade chemistry. Lasers are used for
light source material in optical fiber communication, analysis of plasmas,
solid state materials, and every form of matter from rocks on Mars to
human eyes or skin.. While the increasing accuracy of optical clocks now
requires a redefinition of time. Astronomy has always been dependent
on optics.
According to analytics companies, the photonics IC market is expected
to reach between $ 20 B and $ 25B by 2025. And these inspiring images
were produced by technology now considered old, if not out of date.
Ophthalmologists were early adopters of photonics technology for both
diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Lasers have long provided the
“gold standard treatment” for slowing retinal deterioration, and now
femtosecond lasers are preferred for cataract surgery. It has been amazing
and wonderful a Infra-red light is connecting all over the world on our
planet.

Image processing, X-rays, communication and astronomy, Photons
connected people all over the planet. Imaging without optics could
change an industry. “Artificial intelligence” applied to imaging promises
or threatens—depending on where you are standing—to change the
practice of professions dependent on image interpretation.
Figure 2

In support of Breast Cancer Awareness month this October, New Era College invited Journey of Hope to hold a workshop on campus
for staff and students on how to conduct self-examinations to help prevent Breast Cancer.

Figure 2 : Light illumination in fibre cables.
Advances in photonics can offer further wonderful changes to our world.
I have concerns about how quickly and efficiently we will unbridle the
potential. The upcoming years we could see the role and power of
photonics in the world of manufacturing, agriculture and the food chain,
or energy. There certainly is scope for a fulfilling career within photonics,
and photonics will diffuse out into wider use.
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Self-examinations can go a long way to help catch and prevent breast cancer. It is important to partake in a self-assessment at least once
a month. This will help you identify any unusual changes in your breasts.
#Tshwara #Leba #Tlhatlhoba
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share a story in the next newsletter, contact
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